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The average salary for a university graduate’s first job is HK$14,685 
 and 76% are satisfied with their position according to jobsDB 

 
Undergraduates list buying property as the number one priority 

in their personal five year plans  
 

Hong Kong – 9 January 2017 – Nearly all of Hong Kong’s most recent batch of 
university graduates (89%) found a job within three months of leaving school, and the 
majority of them (76%) are satisfied with their position, according to the latest jobsDB 
Survey on the Employment Status of Hong Kong’s Tertiary Students 2016.  
 
The survey canvassed the opinion of 757 local graduates and undergraduates from 
various disciplines. It revealed that fresh graduates are getting an average monthly 
salary of HK$14,685 in their first job, which is higher than 2015’s HK$13,413.  
 
Undergraduates on the move 
 
According to the jobsDB student survey, 7% of undergraduates are planning to take a 
working holiday rather than go directly to work after they graduate, compared to 2% in 
2015. The percentage of students who intend to continue their studies remains steady 
at 12%. 
 
The top three job industries for undergraduates to target when they do leave school are 
accounting (20%), advertising/PR/marketing services (11%) and the civil service (10%). 
This year, over twice as many respondents (41%) want to stay in their first job for more 
than three years, compared with just 20% last year, which may indicate a preference for 
stability amidst economic uncertainty. In particular, over a quarter (27%) would like to 
stay between three to five years. 
 
Money matters 
 
Students value salary and benefits most (27%) when choosing jobs, followed by room 
to develop their interests (15%), company environment, culture and reputation (11%), 
job security and stability (11%) and career development and on-the-job training (10%). 
A lot of them (56%) expect a monthly salary of more than HK$14K, compared to 41% in 
2015. 
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This focus on money is in-line with the students’ targets for the first five years after 
graduation. The number one target (29%) was buying property; among them, 32% think 
that they have a high or extremely high chance of achieving it. The second target was 
reaching management level (17%) and the third, living independently (12%).  
 

 
 
Optimists outnumber the pessimists 
 
While doing their best to achieve their goals, undergraduate students also experience 
stress. Most of it comes from high personal expectations (23%), work (20%), and 
financial concerns (15%). Among the 29% of respondents who feel pessimistic about 
their potential careers, the main reasons include the fear of keen competition within their 
target industry (14%) and market demand for their skills (14%). 
 
Fortunately, the majority of undergraduate students (71%) feel optimistic about their 
careers, which is even higher than 2015 (60%). These students are confident about 
the future development of their target industry (16%) and their own competitiveness 
within the industry (16%). 
 
“The results of the survey speak for themselves. With the right conditions, employers 
can expect to retain many of their fresh graduates for three years or more. However, 
they can do even better if they take steps to reduce work-related stress and career 
worries, for example by focusing on career development and training,” said Justin Yiu, 
General Manager of Jobs DB Hong Kong Limited. 
 
“Being the most popular sectors, it may be easier for organisations of accounting, 
advertising/PR/marketing services and the civil service to attract good graduates. As 
for other industries, HR managers could look at what graduates value most when 
choosing jobs. Apart from boosting starting salaries, they may consider developing 
better employer branding, and fostering a work culture and environment that appeal to 
young people, so as to capture and keep top quality talent in the long term,” he added. 
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About jobsDB 

At jobsDB, we believe in an open and inclusive world for all. Here, opportunities and 
possibilities are plenty: A fresh start. A new career. A welcome change. These are just 
a few of the things we help people explore. 
 
As a leading job portal with substantial positions across Hong Kong, Indonesia, 
Singapore and Thailand, we are Asia's preferred destination for job seekers. With a team 
of 800 talented individuals, we've a strong local presence in every country we're in. 
 
With our understanding and insights on each market, as well as our passion for 
technology, we provide candidates the best opportunities and deliver exceptional value 
to hirers. 
 
About SEEK Asia 

JobStreet.com and jobsDB are part of SEEK Asia, which is the leading online 
employment market place in Asia. SEEK Asia covers 7 countries namely Hong Kong, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. 
 
SEEK Asia is the extension of the Australian Securities Exchange listed company called 
SEEK. The company’s purpose is to help improve people’s lives through a better career. 
SEEK Asia’s database consist of over 500,000 corporate hirers and over 24 million 
candidates. 
 
Issued on behalf of the jobsDB Group (Hong Kong) by LEWIS.  
 
For further information, please contact: 
 
Silvia Wu 
LEWIS 
+852 3944 5015 
silvia.wu@teamlewis.com 
 

Laura Chan 
jobsDB 
+852 3909 9914 
laurachan@jobsdb.com 
 

Carol Huang 
LEWIS 
+852 3944 5008 
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